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ABSTRACT

We have computed the rate of collisional cooling of a gas by H2 molecules under
conditions appropriate to the primordial and interstellar media. We incorporated the
results of recent calculations of the rate coefficients for collisional excitation of H2

by H and H+, which are essential to a reliable evaluation of the ortho:para H2 ratio
and the cooling rate. Comparison is made with the results of previous calculations of
the cooling function. The data are made available for grids of values of the kinetic
temperature, density, H:H2 ratio, and the fractional abundance of H+, together with
a program to perform linear interpolation of the data sets for any given set of values
of these parameters, within the ranges of the grids.

Key words:
atomic data – molecular data – molecular processes – shock waves – cosmol-
ogy:miscellaneous.

1 INTRODUCTION

It is recognized that the formation of the first condensa-
tions in the primordial medium, through gravitational con-
traction, is necessarily mediated by molecular hydrogen,
which provides the only significant means of evacuating
the heat generated by the contraction. This recognition has
led to studies of the chemical and physical processes that
take place in the course of the expansion of the primor-
dial medium, which determine the initial conditions of the
contraction process (Galli & Palla 1998; Flower & Pineau
des Forêts 2000; Glover & Abel 2008; Coppola et al. 2017;
Walker et al. 2018).

The absence of dust in the primordial gas and the low
density of the medium imply that molecular hydrogen can
form only through gas-phase binary reactions; this situation
is in sharp contrast to the formation of H2 at the present
epoch, which is understood to occur almost exclusively on
dust grains, which play the role of a third body in reactions

! E-mail: david.flower@durham.ac.uk

between H-atoms on their surfaces. In the primordial gas,
on the other hand, H2 forms in the reactions1

H+H+ → H+
2 + hν

followed by

H+
2 +H → H+ +H2

or

H + e− → H− + hν

followed by

H− +H → e− +H2

where, in the first reaction of each pair, stabilization of
the product is achieved through the emission of a photon,
which is an inherently slow process. Consequently, the frac-
tional abundance of H2 does not attain its peak value of

1 The production of H2 through the formation of HeH+ as an
intermediary has also been proposed (Courtney et al. 2020). This
mechanism could enhance the fractional abundance of H2 by no
more than the He:H elemental abundance ratio, i.e. by no more
than 8%.
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n(H2)/nH ≈ 10−6, where nH = n(H)+2n(H2)+n(H+), un-
til a redshift z ≈ 100 (expansion time t ≈ 10 Myr). It has
been shown that even such a small initial fractional abun-
dance of H2 is sufficient to ensure thermal stabilization of a
subsequent gravitational contraction (Flower & Pineau des
Forêts 2001).

Whilst cooling of the medium by H2 is critical for the
formation of the first condensations, it is negligible in the
context of the adiabatic expansion of the primordial gas –
a fact that has perhaps been inadequately appreciated. Un-
der conditions appropriate to the early Universe, H2 can
contribute to the heating, rather than the cooling, of the
gas (Puy et al. 1993; Flower & Pineau des Forêts 2000). In
practice, the kinetic temperature of the gas is determined,
for z ∼> 300, by the interaction with the cosmic background
radiation field, through Thomson scattering of photons on
the electrons. For z ∼< 300, the kinetic temperature is de-
termined by the adiabatic expansion of the medium – until
re-ionization occurs, following the formation of the first (Pop
III) stars. Thus, the details of collisional and spontaneous-
radiative population transfer of the rovibrational levels of
H2 are insignificant when calculating the kinetic tempera-
ture profile of the adiabatically expanding primordial gas.
Furthermore, the H2 level populations are thermalized to
the cosmic background radiation temperature. On the other
hand, once condensations begin to contract gravitationally,
the matter density increases relative to the radiation den-
sity, and collision-induced transitions assume importance,
relative to transitions induced by the background radiation
field.

A particularity of H2 is its ortho (J odd) and para (J
even) dichotomy, where J is the rotational quantum num-
ber. Although radiative transitions between ortho and para
levels can occur, their probabilities are extremely low. For
example, the Einstein A-coefficient for v = 0, J = 1 → v′ =
0, J ′ = 0 transition is A1→0 = 2 × 10−21 s−1 (Pachucki
& Komasa 2008), which results in radiative transitions be-
ing negligible within the lifetime of the Universe. In prac-
tice, the ortho:para H2 ratio is determined by nuclear-spin-
changing collisions with hydrogen atoms and protons or
proton-transferring ions. As will be seen in Section 3. pro-
ton collisions dominate transitions between the levels v = 0,
J = 1 and J = 0 at low temperatures. When the proton den-
sity becomes so low that the timescale for these transitions
exceeds the expansion timescale, freeze-out of the relative
J = 1 and J = 0 level populations occurs2, at z ≈ 10.

In addition to the formation of the first gravitationally-
bound structures, radiative cooling by hydrogen molecules
can be significant, or even dominant, in molecular regions
of interstellar media that have been heated to temperatures
T ∼> 100 K by a radiation field or a shock wave, for example.
By contrast, the kinetic temperature in quiescent molecular
clouds is too low for collisional excitation of H2 to be a signif-
icant cooling process, owing to its large rotational constant.
Under interstellar conditions, the ortho:para ratio can be

2 In the limit of freeze-out, the ortho:para ratio becomes constant
and equal to the ratio of the populations of the J = 1 (ortho) and
J = 0 (para) rotational levels; but, in general, the ortho:para ratio
must be evaluated from summations of the population densities
of odd- and even-J levels.

significantly affected by the formation of H2 on grains, whose
rate may be comparable with the rates of other population
transfer mechanisms, particularly at low temperatures.

The aim of the present study is to demonstrate the con-
sequences of introducing recently-calculated rate coefficients
for excitation of H2 by the perturbers H and H+ into compu-
tations of the cooling rate, in circumstances where collisions
dominate population transfer. Our intention is not to model
specific media, in which population transfer might also be
mediated by other processes. As will be seen from the re-
sults in Section 3 below, the principal effect of incorporat-
ing new rate coefficients for H–H2 and H+–H2 collisions is to
change the ortho:para ratio, through nuclear-spin-changing
reactions, and thence the cooling rate. The ortho:para ra-
tio is not modified by radiative transitions, which – as has
already been mentioned – are highly forbidden. Thus, our
results represent the case in which collisions with the domi-
nant perturbers, H, He, H2, H

+, and e−, rather than inter-
actions with a radiation field, determine the populations of
the rovibrational level of H2 and the local cooling rate.

In the following Section 2, we describe our calculations
of the rate of cooling by H2 for a range of parameters that is
relevant to both the primordial and interstellar media. The
results of these calculations are presented and discussed in
the following Sections 3 and 4. Our conclusions are summa-
rized in Section 5.

2 CALCULATIONS OF THE H2 COOLING
FUNCTION, W

We define the H2 cooling function as the rate of radiative
cooling per H2 molecule, that is

W (H2) =
1

n(H2)

∑

vJ,v′J′

(EvJ −Ev′J′)nvJA(vJ → v′J ′)

for EvJ > Ev′J′ , where EvJ are the energies of the rovibra-
tional levels of H2 in its ground electronic state. When cal-
culating the level populations, nvJ (cm−3), we assume that
collisional excitation of H2 by the perturbers H, He, H2, H

+,
and e− is followed either by collisional de-excitation or by
spontaneous radiative decay with probability A (s−1); W
is calculated in units of erg s−1 (10−7 W). When, as here,
interactions with a radiation field are neglected, the level
populations are not usually in local thermodynamic equilib-
rium (LTE), and the key to an accurate calculation of the
cooling function is reliable values of the rate coefficients for
collisional excitation and de-excitation of the molecule.

The expression above for the cooling rate, W (H2), as-
sumes that the photons that are emitted in spontaneous
rovibrational transitions escape from the medium, rather
than being reabsorbed. The rovibrational spectrum of H2 is
quadrupolar, and the transition probabilities, A ∼< 10−6 s−1,
i.e. typically 14 orders of magnitude smaller than dipolar
electronic transitions in the Lyman and Werner ultravio-
let bands (Abgrall & Roueff 1989)3. As shown by Puy et
al. (1993), the Doppler shift associated with the expansion

3 In the interstellar context, elaborate models of photon-
dominated regions (PDRs), such as the Meudon PDR code
(Le Petit et al. 2006), have been developed in which all relevant
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of the early Universe ensures that these photons are not
reabsorbed. A possible exception is the cores of collapsing
condensations (Ripamonti & Abel 2004); but the density in
such cases is so large that the H2 rovibrational level popu-
lations are given by a Boltzmann distribution at the local
kinetic temperature; see below, Section 4.

Since our earlier study (Le Bourlot et al. 1999), new
calculations of the rate coefficients for rovibrational excita-
tion of H2 by H and H+ have become available. These pro-
cesses are particularly important, as nuclear-spin-changing
(i.e. reactive) collisions with H and H+ are responsible for
the interconversion of the ortho and para forms4 of H2.
For excitation by H, we used rate coefficients which are
an extension of previous work (Lique 2015), with a finer
temperature grid. These data cover the temperature range
100 < T < 5000 K and 54 levels of H2 with energies up to
E(v = 3, J = 8) = 21911 K. Rovibrational excitation by He
was included, using the same rate coefficients as Le Bour-
lot et al. (1999), extending to levels approximately 20 000 K
above the ground state, v = 0, J = 0. We note that collisions
with He are of secondary importance, owing to its fractional
abundance being lower than that of H and/or H2 and the
absence of ortho ↔ para inter-conversion. For excitation by
H+, we use the data of González-Lezana et al. (2021) for the
temperature range 5 < T < 3000 K and 26 levels of H2 with
energies up to E(v = 2, J = 3) = 12550 K.

Following Flower et al. (2000), we allow for excitation
not only by para-H2(J = 0) but also by ortho-H2(J = 1).
Their data remain the most complete sets of ab initio calcu-
lations of rate coefficients for the rovibrational excitation of
H2 by H2, comprising levels up to approximately 20 000 K
above the ground state; they are in good agreement with
subsequent calculations by Lee et al. (2008) of the rate coeffi-
cients for rotational transitions J−J ′ = 2, 2 ! J ! 8, within
the vibrational ground state, v = 0. We have also verified
that the more extensive set of rate coefficients for rotational
transitions, derived by Wan et al. (2018), yield values of the
cooling function that are consistent with those obtained us-
ing the data of Flower et al. (2000): see Fig. 1. We note that
Montero et al. (2020) have made a limited comparison, for
four rotationally-inelastic transitions, of the rate coefficients
computed by Wan et al. (2018) with empirically-derived val-
ues and found the theoretical rate coefficients to be lower
than their measurements for temperatures 20 < T < 295 K.
In a more recent study, Hernández et al. (2021) compared
experimental and theoretical rate coefficients for three rota-
tionally inelastic transitions, induced by either H2(J = 0) or
H2(J = 1), and found that the data adopted in the present
calculations are generally in better accord with their mea-
surements than those of Wan et al. (2018).

Rotationally inelastic collisions with electrons were also
taken into account by means of rate coefficients for 10 <
T < 4000 K and the rotational transitions J − J ′ = 2,
2 ! J ! 5, derived from the empirical excitation cross sec-
tions of England et al. (1988); charge neutrality requires that
n(e−) = n(H+). The rates of these transitions, induced by

heating and cooling processes are taken into account, with proper
allowance for radiative transfer in the ultraviolet lines.
4 Proton-exchange collisions with other species, such as H+

3 , can
also play a role, particularly in the interstellar medium.

Figure 1. The rate of cooling of molecular gas as a function of
temperature, T , calculated at two densities and adopting the H2–
H2 rate coefficients of Le Bourlot et al. (1999; full black curves)
or Wan et al. (2018; blue data points).

electrons, become comparable with their rates, induced by
protons, for T ∼> 1000 K; but, at these high temperatures,
collisions with H and/or H2 tend to dominate.

For kinetic temperatures in the above ranges, the rate
coefficients, q (cm3 s−1), for de-excitation of H2 in collisions
with H and H+ were evaluated by means of cubic-spline
interpolation of the data points; the rate coefficients for ex-
citation were derived from the detailed-balance relation,

gI′gJ′q(v′J ′ → vJ) =

gIgJq(vJ → v′J ′) exp− (EvJ −Ev′J′)

kBT

where gI = 2I+1 is the nuclear-spin statistical weight (3 for
odd J and 1 for even J) and gJ = 2J + 1 is the rotational
degeneracy. At temperatures greater than the upper limits,
we adopt the values calculated at the highest temperature
for which the collision data are available. Where no data are
available, the corresponding rate coefficients are set equal to
zero. This assumption is potentially most significant at high
temperatures and for collisions with H+: when the number of
H2 levels included in the calculation of their population den-
sities exceeds 26, the H+–H2 rate coefficients for transitions
to or from higher levels are taken equal to zero. However,
we note that H+ collisions are most important at low, not
high, temperatures.

The parameters of the cooling function were taken to
be the fractional H+ density, x(H+) = n(H+)/nH, the ratio
of the densities of H and H2, n(H)/n(H2), the total pro-
ton density, nH = n(H) + 2n(H2) + n(H+), and the kinetic
temperature, T . The population densities, nvJ , of the rovi-
brational levels of H2 were calculated by integrating5 the
coupled differential equations for the rates of population

5 The method of Gear (1971) for solving “stiff” differential equa-
tions was used, taking into account population transfer by spon-
taneous radiative transitions and inelastic collisions.
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transfer, dnvJ/dt, with respect to time, t; the upper limit to
t was taken to be 9 × 1016 s, which is comparable with the
age of the Universe. We note that this approach implies that
the initial ortho:para H2 ratio cannot be adopted as a pa-
rameter of the computations, as was assumed by Le Bourlot
et al. (1999), given that the ortho:para ratio changes as the
integration proceeds towards equilibrium, owing to nuclear-
spin-changing collisions with H and H+.6

3 RESULTS

The cooling function was evaluated for the following ranges
of the independent parameters: 100 ! T ! 10000 K;
1 ! nH ! 106 cm−3; 10−6 ! n(H)/n(H2) ! 106; 10−8 !
x(H+) ! 10−1; see Table 1. For the purposes of illus-
tration of the results, we consider nH = 1 cm−3 and
nH = 104 cm−3 as representative of low- and high-density
gas, respectively; both “atomic” and “molecular” gas, cor-
responding to n(H)/n(H2) = 106 and n(H)/n(H2) = 10−2,
respectively; and x(H+) = 10−4 or x(H+) = 10−2. The
He abundance, x(He) = n(He)/nH was taken equal to ei-
ther 0.10, representative of the interstellar medium of the
present epoch (Anders & Grevesse 1989), or 0.08, its pri-
mordial value (Pitrou et al. 2018). Even in the extreme
case of an atomic gas (n(H)/n(H2) = 106) of low ioniza-
tion (x(H+) = 10−8) and low temperature (T ≈ 102 K),
the difference between the cooling rates for these two val-
ues of x(He) did not exceed 15%. Therefore, a complete set
of data was computed only for x(He) = 0.10. A subset of
calculations was performed including all rovibrational levels
with EvJ ! 1.0 × 104 K (18 levels) and EvJ ! 1.5 × 104 K
(32 levels), in addition to EvJ ! 2.0× 104 K (49 levels), for
which the complete grid was computed, in order to establish
the convergence of the results with respect to the number of
levels.

3.1 Influence of the new collision rates

We consider first the significance of the revisions to the rate
coefficients for collisional energy transfer.

• In molecular gas, collisional excitation of H2 (the “tar-
get” molecule) by H2 (the “perturber” molecule) becomes
important. Le Bourlot et al. (1999) considered that H2(J =
0) was the sole perturber, taking its density to be equal
to the total density of H2. As mentioned above, we now
include excitation by both H2(J = 0) and H2(J = 1), tak-
ing their densities equal to the calculated densities of para-
and ortho-H2, respectively, and it is instructive to investi-
gate the sensitivity of the cooling rate to the introduction
of H2(J = 1) as a perturber.

In Fig. 2 are compared the extreme cases in which the
perturber molecule is assumed to be either H2(J = 0) or
H2(J = 1), with the density of each being taken equal to

6 For the lowest density, nH = 1 cm−3, and lowest degree of
ionization, x(H+) = 10−8, considered, the ortho:para ratio and
hence the cooling function do not attain their steady-state values
at the lowest temperatures, T ≈ 102 K; but, in this case, the
corresponding cooling rates are negligible and the combination of
low density and ionization is not of practical significance.

Figure 2. The rate of cooling of molecular gas as a function of
temperature, T , calculated at two densities and assuming colli-
sions with para-H2(J = 0) (full curves) or ortho-H2(J = 1) (data
points); x(H+) = 10−4 in this calculation. The inset shows the
cooling function for 100 ! T ! 600 K on an expanded scale.

n(H2); this calculation comprised the 18 lowest energy lev-
els of H2 (EvJ ! 1.0×104 K), and we consider the molecular
case, for which excitation by H2 is important, relative to ex-
citation by the other perturbers. As is clear from the Figure,
the cooling rate is insensitive to the rotational state of the
perturber H2 molecule (J = 0 or J = 1): the maximum
discrepancy between these extreme cases is 30%.

The main distinction between H2(J = 0) and H2(J = 1)
as perturbers is associated with the difference in the long-
range forms of the interaction potentials for J = 0 and
J > 0, which becomes significant at low collision energies
and kinetic temperatures (cf. Wan et al. 2018) – lower, in
fact, than those for which excitation by H2 is a significant
contributor to the cooling process. Furthermore, as the tar-
get molecule assumes both ortho and para forms, the ortho–
para combination of perturber and target molecules is com-
mon to excitation by both H2(J = 0) and H2(J = 1).

We note that, in the case of collisions between identical
molecules, the distinction between “perturber” and “target”
molecules is a convenient artefact that would have to be
abandoned were the contribution of H2–H2 collisions to the
cooling rate found to be sensitive to their ortho and para
forms.

• In view of the significance of collisions of H and H+

with H2 in establishing the ortho:para ratio, we compare (in
Fig. 3) the present cooling rates with those calculated us-
ing the H–H2 and H+–H2 rate coefficients of Le Bourlot et
al. (1999). The “atomic” case is considered, with x(H+) =
10−2, in order to maximize the significance of H and H+

collisions; 32 levels of H2 were included in these calcula-
tions. We see that, at the higher density of nH = 104 cm−3,
differences in the cooling rates, attaining a factor of approx-
imately 2.5, occur for T ≈ 2000 K. At the lower density of
nH = 1 cm−3, the differences in the cooling rates are smaller
but extend over a wider temperature range.

At temperatures T ∼< 100 K, only the J = 0 and J = 1
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Figure 3. The rate of cooling of atomic gas as a function of tem-
perature, calculated at two densities and adopting either the same
H–H2 and H+–H2 rate coefficients as Le Bourlot et al. (1999)
(broken blue curves) or their present values (full red curves);
x(H+) = 10−2 in this calculation.

rotational levels of the vibrational ground state are signifi-
cantly populated, and transfer between them is dominated
by collisions with H+. Consequently, the ortho:para ratio
tends towards

n(J = 1)

n(J = 0)
= 9 exp−170.5

T

its value in thermodynamic equilibrium; 170.5 K is the dif-
ference in energy between the J = 1 and J = 0 levels. At
high temperatures, T ∼> 1000 K, where collisions with H
dominate, the ortho:para ratio tends towards its statistical
value of 3.

3.2 Influence of the number of H2 levels

Fig. 4 illustrates the effects of increasing the number of H2

levels, from 32 (EvJ ! 1.5×104 K) to 49 (EvJ ! 2.0×104 K).
In molecular gas the cooling rates are practically identical.
On the other hand, in atomic gas, increasing the number
of levels leads to higher cooling rates at temperatures T ∼>
5000 K when nH = 104 cm−3. Reducing the number of H2

levels further, to 18 (EvJ ! 1.0× 104 K), results in a lack of
convergence for T ∼> 3000 K.

The final grid of values of the cooling function was gen-
erated with 49 levels of H2, as in Le Bourlot et al. (1999).

3.3 Dependence on the physical parameters

Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate the dependence of the results on the
physical parameters: x(H+), n(H)/n(H2), nH, and T . The
significance of H collisions at high T and of H+ collisions
at low T is evident in Figs. 5a and 5b, respectively. The
importance of collisions with H at high temperatures is again

Figure 4. The rate of cooling of (a) atomic and (b) molecu-
lar gas as a function of temperature, calculated at two densities
and including either 32 (full blue curves) or 49 (full red curves,
with data points) levels of H2; x(H+) = 10−4 in this calculation.
“Atomic” and “molecular” gas correspond to n(H)/n(H2) = 106

and n(H)/n(H2) = 10−2, respectively.

apparent in Figs. 6a and 6b, which show that, for a given
value of nH, the rate of cooling per H2 molecule tends to be
greater in atomic than in molecular gas, owing to the higher
rovibrational excitation rates in the former case.

3.4 Interpolation of the cooling rates

The cooling rate, W (erg s−1), for any given set of val-
ues (within the prescribed ranges) of the four parameters
[x(H+), n(H)/n(H2), nH (cm−3), and T (K)] for which it
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Figure 5. The rate of cooling of gas as a function of temperature,
calculated at the specified densities, (a) in atomic (blue curve) and
molecular (red curve) gas for x(H+) = 10−4; (b) in atomic gas
for x(H+) = 10−4 (blue curve) and x(H+) = 10−2 (red curve).

is tabulated (100 ! T ! 10000 K; 1 ! nH ! 106 cm−3;
10−6 ! n(H)/n(H2) ! 106; 10−8 ! x(H+) ! 10−1), is de-
rived by means of linear interpolation of the data points. The
complete data set, together with a FORTRAN program (in-
terpolation.f90, which also reads interp.inp) to perform the
interpolation, are provided as Supplementary Online Mate-
rial.

4 DISCUSSION

A comparison of the present results with those of Le Bourlot
et al. (1999) is made in Fig. 7. Differences attributable to

Figure 6. The rate of cooling of gas as a function of
temperature, calculated for densities (from the top) nH =
106, 105, 104, 103, 102, 10, 1 cm−3 and (a) atomic gas and (b)
molecular gas. The broken curve is a cubic polynomial fit, y =∑3

n=0
anxn, where x = log10T (K) and y = log10W (erg s−1),

which is valid only for nH " 106 cm−3 and 102 ! T ! 104 K: see
Table 2.

the new H+ rate coefficients are apparent at low T , in both
atomic and molecular gas, and differences arising from the
new H rate coefficients are evident at high T , in atomic gas.

Coppola et al. (2019) computed the dependence of the
cooling function on the temperature (100 ! T ! 4000 K)
and density (10−4 ! nH ! 108 cm−3) of gas in which
x(H+) = 2 × 10−4 and x(He) = 0.10. They neglected the
excitation of H2 by H2, and hence the appropriate compar-
ison with our results is for the case of an atomic gas. We
find that our calculations of the cooling rates in atomic gas
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parameter lower limit upper limit step size

log T (K) 2.000 4.000 0.111
log nH (cm−3) 0 6 1
log [n(H)/n(H2)] -6 6 2
log [n(H+)/nH] -8 -1 1

Table 1. The parameters of the cooling function and their grid of values; log is base 10.

Figure 7. The rate of cooling of (a) atomic and (b) molecular gas
as a function of temperature, calculated for x(H+) = 10−4 and
densities (from the top) nH = 106, 105, 104, 103, 102, 10, 1 cm−3;
the full curves are the results of the present computations,
whereas the broken curves are the computations of Le Bourlot
et al. (1999).

Figure 8. As Fig. 7a but comparing the present results (full
curves) with those of Coppola et al. (2019) (broken curves).

agree well with those computed from the parameters of the
fits provided by Coppola et al. (2019, table 1) for tempera-
tures 1000 ∼< T ∼< 4000 K: see Fig. 8. The level of agreement
is less satisfactory for T ∼< 1000 K, owing to differences in

the values of the H+–H2 rate coefficients. Comparisons with
some earlier fits to the rates of excitation of H2 by H and
H+ are made in Appendix A.

The transition probabilities for spontaneous quadrupo-
lar radiative transitions within the electronic ground state of
H2 vary between A ≈ 10−11 s−1 and A ≈ 10−6 s−1. Taking
a characteristic rate coefficient for collisional de-excitation
of 10−10 cm3 s−1, we see that the low density limit, in which
collisional excitation is followed by radiative decay, applies
for perturber densities ∼< 10−2 cm−3, whereas the high den-
sity limit, in which a Boltzmann population distribution ob-
tains, applies for perturber densities ∼> 105 cm−3 in atomic
gas. Higher densities are required to attain a Boltzmann dis-
tribution of the level populations in molecular gas: see Fig. 6.
The high-density limit in atomic gas is apparent in the re-
sults of Coppola et al. (2019, fig. 1), where the cooling rate
per H2 molecule is seen to become independent of density7

7 In the high-density limit, when the level populations follow
a Boltzmann distribution, the cooling rate per H2 molecule be-
comes dependent only on the temperature and can be fitted, to
an accuracy that may be sufficient for some applications, by a
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for nH ∼> 105 cm−3. Similar fits are feasible at all densities
in the grid for an atomic gas; the coefficients of these fits
are given in Table 2. In the low-density limit, the cooling
rate per H2 molecule at a given temperature becomes pro-
portional to nH.

A special case is transitions between J = 0 and J = 1 in
the vibrational ground state. As mentioned in the Introduc-
tion, A1→0 = 2×10−21 s−1, which corresponds to a radiative
lifetime of the J = 1 level that exceeds the age of the Uni-
verse. At temperatures T ∼< 100 K, for which only the J = 0
and J = 1 levels are significantly populated, the relative
population of these levels is determined by proton-exchange
collisions with H+ and tends to its value in thermodynamic
equilibrium; the rate of cooling is then determined by A1→0,
or, in other words, the rate of cooling is negligible in the life-
time of the Universe.

An interesting consequence of collisions with H+ de-
termining the value of n(J = 1)/n(J = 0) at low temper-
atures is encountered in the context of the adiabatic ex-
pansion of the primordial gas. The gas density, nH, and
fractional H+ abundance, x(H+), eventually become so low
that the timescale for population transfer through collisions
with H+ exceeds the expansion timescale. The timescale for
ortho↔para inter-conversion is τop = [kopn(H+)]−1, where
kop ≈ 10−10 cm3 s−1 is the inter-conversion rate coefficient,
and n(H+) ≈ 10−4nH and nH ≈ 10−3 cm−3 at freeze-out
(z ≈ 10). Thus, τop ≈ 3 Gyr at freeze-out, when the ex-
pansion timescale is approximately 0.4 Gyr. Freeze-out of
n(J = 1)/n(J = 0), which is effectively the ortho:para ratio,
then occurs at a value that depends on the rate coefficient
for J = 0 ↔ J = 1 collisions.

The phenomenon of freeze-out is illustrated in Fig. 9,
where the ortho:para ratio is plotted as a function of red-
shift, adopting either the H+–H2 rate coefficients of Gerlich
(1990), which were used by Le Bourlot et al. (1999), or the
more recent data of González-Lezana et al. (2021). For the
purpose of this illustration, the cosmological model of Flower
& Pineau des Forêts (2000) was adopted. It may be seen
from the Figure that the freeze-out value of the ortho:para
ratio increases by a factor of more than 2 when the data of
González-Lezana et al. (2021) are used. The computed frac-
tional abundance of H+ at freeze-out is x(H+) ≈ 3× 10−4.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have performed calculations of the rate of cooling of a gas
comprising elemental hydrogen and helium by H2 molecules,
with a view to applications to both the primordial gas and
the coeval interstellar medium. From the data set, the rate of
cooling for given values of the kinetic temperature, density,
and composition may be evaluated by linear interpolation of
the data points, using the program provided for this purpose.

Of crucial importance for the evaluation of the cool-
ing function and the ortho:para ratio are inelastic H+–H2

and H–H2 collisions, which determine the inter-conversion
of ortho- and para–H2 at low and high temperatures, re-
spectively. The introduction of recently-calculated values of

cubic polynomial, y =
∑3

n=0
anxn, where x = log10 T (K) and

y = log10 W (erg s−1). Such a fit is shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 9. The ortho:para H2 ratio computed as a function of red-
shift, z, using the H+–H2 rate coefficients of either Gerlich (1990)
(broken curve) or González-Lezana et al. (2021) (full curve).

the rate coefficients for these collision processes should en-
sure the accuracy of the computed data. At temperatures
T ∼< 100 K or densities nH ∼> 106 cm−3, the level popula-
tions approach their values in thermodynamic equilibrium,
which greatly simplifies the evaluation of the level popula-
tions and the cooling rate.
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APPENDIX A:

In Fig. A1, we compare our computed cooling function, W ,
with the fits of Glover & Abel (2008) and Glover (2015) for
the cases in which H or H+ and, at high T , electron collisions
dominate. In our calculations, the gas density nH = 1 cm−3

≈ n(H) or n(H+), respectively. The comparisons are ren-
dered inexact by the fact that we do not assume a constant
ortho:para ratio of 3. As may be seen in the upper panel
of the Figure, the rates of cooling by H+ agree well for
T ≈ 103 K but diverge at lower and, to a lesser degree,
higher temperatures. At low T , the cooling is dominated by
quadrupole transitions between the lowest rotational states
of H2, for which the low-density limit – assumed in the fits
of Glover (2015) – is not attained when nH = 1 cm−3. On
the other hand, when H collisions dominate, the low-density
limit applies even at low temperatures, and the results for
para-H2–H cooling agree reasonably well; para-H2 is the
principal form of molecular hydrogen at low T, in steady
state.
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Figure A1. Comparing the cooling rate of molecular hydrogen
in the cases in which (a) H+ and e− collisions dominate, or (b)
H collisions dominate. The comparisons are made with the fits of
Glover (2015; blue curve in panel (a)) and Glover & Abel (2008;
blue curve in panel (b) for ortho-H2, red curve for para-H2). The
black curves are the present results for a gas density nH = 1 cm−3;
see the text.




